U Market Stock: All PPE Summary: In response to the ongoing COVID-19 situation U Market has increased purchasing and supply of personal protection and cleaning supplies. The PPE chart displays all PPE on hand and on order by our sell units of measure. The breakout charts display individual units on hand and on order from the following categories: Masks (by type), Gloves (by material), Hand Sanitizer (by bottle size), and Disinfectant (by unit type).
U Market Stock Non-Medical PPE Summary: In response to the ongoing COVID-19 situation U Market has increased purchasing and supply of personal protection and cleaning supplies. The PPE chart displays non-medical PPE on hand and on order by our sell units of measure. The breakout charts display individual units on hand and on order from the following product categories: Masks (by type), Gloves (by material), Hand Sanitizer (by bottle size), and Disinfectant (by unit type).

Purchase Eligibility: Non-Medical PPE can be purchased by the general University Community through the normal U Market ordering process.
U Market Stock: Medical PPE

Summary: In response to the ongoing COVID-19 situation U Market has increased purchasing and supply of personal protection and cleaning supplies. The PPE chart displays medical PPE on hand and on order by our sell units of measure. The breakout charts display individual units on hand and on order of the following product categories: Masks (by type), Gloves (by material), and Apparel (by type).

Purchase Eligibility: Medical PPE orders will be approved by the University’s PPE Task Force. Priority will go to medical use.